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ABSTRACT
This paper describes an unconventional way to apply wireless networking in emerging technologies. It makes the case for using
a two-tier hybrid wireless/wired architecture to interconnect hundreds to thousands of cores in chip multiprocessors (CMPs), where
current interconnect technologies face severe scaling limitations in
excessive latency, long wiring, and complex layout. We propose
a recursive wireless interconnect structure called the WCube that
features a single transmit antenna and multiple receive antennas
at each micro wireless router and offers scalable performance in
terms of latency and connectivity. We show the feasibility to build
miniature on-chip antennas, and simple transmitters and receivers
that operate at 100 − 500 GHz sub-terahertz frequency bands. We
also devise new two-tier wormhole based routing algorithms that
are deadlock free and ensure a minimum-latency route on a 1000core on-chip interconnect network. Our simulations show that our
protocol suite can reduce the observed latency by 20% to 45%,
and consumes power that is comparable to or less than current 2-D
wired mesh designs.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.1.2 [Multiple Data Stream Architectures (Multiprocessors)]:
Interconnection architectures; C.2.1 [Network Architecture and
Design]: Wireless communication

General Terms
Algorithms, Design

Keywords
Chip multiprocessors, On-chip wireless interconnection network

1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we explore a new area for the application of wireless networking technology. We devise a novel wireless network
structure and associated protocols to interconnect hundreds to thousands of cores in a multi-core chip multiprocessor (CMP). Current
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generation interconnect solutions [23, 24, 32] face severe scaling
limitations as the core population grows into the upper hundreds
or even lower thousands, including excessive latency due to large
hop counts, long wires, many intermediate repeaters, and complex
wiring layout. We argue that wireless networking has tremendous
promise as a scalable interconnect architecture for future generation CMPs.
Our research is motivated by several factors. CMP’s have been
widely acclaimed as the architecture of choice for next generation high-performance processors [1, 28]. Today’s CMPs support
tens to low hundreds of cores, including Intel’s 80-core Terascale
chip [32] and NVIDIA’s 128-core Quadro GPU [26]. Both industrial and academic roadmaps project that we will see commodity
CMP core counts in the upper hundreds or even thousands in the
near future [4,5,25]. For example, Intel expects to have CMPs with
high hundreds to low thousands of cores within ten years [5, 22].
Such a large amount of resources argues for new parallel programming paradigms to harness this processing power [19], and new
OS efforts to manage these resources [10]. However, there still
remains the question of how to scale the on-chip interconnect to
provide low-latency and high-bandwidth communication between
hundreds or even thousands of cores.
In this work, we set three specific goals in our design of a next
generation, scalable on-chip interconnect structure for CMPs. First,
the network architecture must scale to a large number of cores (e.g.,
accommodating potentially thousands of cores). This implies that
it needs to ensure small hop counts and rich connectivity while reducing the use of long wires. Second, the structure and protocols
must provide low network latency to minimize the time taken by
inter-core data communications. Third, the operation must be simple enough to be implementable at the microarchitecture level.
In this paper, we make a case for a micro wireless interconnect architecture for CMPs with hundreds to thousands of cores.
This wireless network-on-chip (NoC) architecture uses a two-tiered
structure – a wireless backbone and wired edges, in contrast to today’s wireless Internet architecture of a wired backbone and wireless edges. The wired two-dimensional mesh topology serves as the
network edge and offers a local route for neighborhood inter-core
message exchanges. The wireless structure provides wireless express pathways for long-haul, inter-core communication to ensure
improved connectivity and reduced latency. Within this wireless
interconnect, we also show the feasibility for novel, micro wireless
routers. Each wireless router has a single transmitter and multiple receivers, both in very simple forms. These routers communicate wirelessly at tens of Gbps speed over the 100 − 500 GHz,
sub-Terahertz band via miniature on-chip antennas. External interference is negligible for CMPs at this high frequency band due to
masking and the relatively few operational devices that are present.

Another benefit is that wireless signals attenuate too rapidly in the
free space to create any interference for other devices. The transmit
power we use is also too small to conflict with FCC regulations.
To realize the wireless on-chip interconnect architecture, we propose a new wireless interconnect structure called the WCube and
devise routing and MAC protocols to leverage this architecture.
WCube uses a recursively-defined structure to interconnect micro
wireless routers (MWR) wirelessly, each of which is responsible
for a local cluster of cores on the baseline mesh. It is a multi-level,
two-dimensional (vertical and horizontal) structure, in that each
MWR has wireless connections to different levels of WCubes along
both dimensions via frequency division multiple access (FDMA)
techniques. WCube scales exponentially with the MWR’s logical
connection degree, and its diameter is proportional to the WCube
level. In practice, a WCube with even a small number of levels (e.g. 2), together with the baseline 2-D mesh, can support
1000s of cores with low network latency (e.g. at most 4 wireless hops for inter-core communication). With WCube in place,
we also devise a new two-tier, wormhole-based routing algorithm
that enables flit (i.e. a fragment in a packet) pipelining and ensures
minimum-latency routes. The algorithm avoids packet-forwarding
deadlocks, which occur due to cyclic dependences among multiple packet flows (note: these are different from routing loops). We
also design a simple MAC that exploits multi-receiver capability
and takes an FDMA based, cross-layer design approach. Overall,
the WCube protocol operations such as routing decision logic and
MAC unit are simple enough to be implemented at the microarchitecture level. Our simulation-based evaluations demonstrate that
the latency can be reduced by 20% to 45% with comparable or even
lower power consumption compared with the current 2-D mesh design.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the existing interconnect solutions for CMPs, and Section
3 describes scaling limitations of current solutions to 1000s-core
CMPs. Section 4 makes a case for on-chip wireless interconnect
and demonstrates its feasibility. Section 5 presents WCube, a new
wireless interconnect structure for 1000s-of-cores CMPs, and Section 6 describes routing and MAC protocols over WCube. Section
7 evaluates its performance. Section 8 discusses related issues, and
Section 9 concludes the paper.

2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Chip Multi-Processors (CMPs)
In recent years, the performance increases possible with conventional superscalar single-core processors have encountered fundamental limits [1, 5], leading to an industry-wide turn towards chip
multiprocessor (CMP) systems.
CMPs are becoming ubiquitous in all computing domains ranging from general purpose servers (e.g. DEC Piranha [6]) to the
domain specific processors (e.g. NVIDIA Quadro FX 5600 [26])
– from 3G cellular base stations (e.g. picoChip PC205 [15]) to
the latest game consoles (e.g. IBM/Microsoft Xenon Xbox360 [2]
and Sony/Toshiba/IBM Cell PlayStation3 [23]). These CMPs today have dozens of tiled cores on a single chip. As the technology progresses, the core count is expected to grow to hundreds
or even thousands in the near future [4, 5, 25]. Conventional wisdom is to double the number of cores on a chip with each silicon generation [4]. For example, the latest release (Fall 2008) of
NVIDIA Tesla C1060 GPU has as many as 240 cores integrated
in a chip [27]. The fact that such a high number of cores will be
tightly integrated onto the same die presents a fundamental challenge for on-chip communication among cores, which is different
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Figure 1: Current CMP topologies for a 64-core network.
from the challenges in previous multi-processor systems. A high
performance interconnect for CMPs is essential to satisfying the
data supply requirements of these cores, and plays a central role in
overall system performance.

2.2

Existing On-Chip Interconnect Solutions

The predominant approach to multi-core CMP interconnect is
through various wired structures. Rings [23] and two-dimensional
meshes [15, 32] are two common topologies, fitting well to a planar silicon die due to their low dimensionality. Two-dimensional
meshes (see Figure 1(a)) have several key benefits, including short
channel lengths and low router complexity. However, their network diameter is proportional to the perimeter of the mesh. Even
a moderate-sized network will suffer from long network diameter, energy inefficiency, and high network latency. For example,
a 10×10 mesh has a diameter of 18 hops.
A concentrated mesh (illustrated in Figure 1(b)) reduces the number of network nodes by sharing each network interface among
multiple cores. A mesh with k-way concentration has the effective node count reduced by a factor of k, which leads to a smaller
diameter and improved resource sharing.
More recent efforts propose to flatten a conventional butterfly
topology into on-chip networks [24]. The resulting topology, called
a flattened butterfly, together with the concentration technique, significantly improves the network diameter to only 2 hops. This is
achieved by utilizing dedicated links to fully connect all the concentrated nodes in each dimension (see Figure 1(c)). However, in
the flattened butterfly, the channel count in each dimension grows
quadratically with the number of nodes, complicating the wiring
layout. In addition, the wires connecting distant routers are necessarily much longer than those in the mesh. Long wires are generally undesirable since on-chip RC wires need a repeater every
1mm (or less) to propagate signals over long wires without degradation. The non-minimal channel lengths of the flattened butterfly
adversely impact wire delay and energy, and complicate the routing and buffer reservation scheme [24]. Flattening other topologies
widely used in multi-computer systems or data center networks,
such as hypercubes, fat trees, or clos networks, is also not desirable
for similar reasons.
An alternative approach [7, 8] proposes to use waveguide based
transmission lines (called RF-I), where an electromagnetic (EM)
wave is sent along the transmission line. This is in contrast to tradi-

tional voltage signaling over a conventional resistance-capacitance
(RC) wire, whose entire length has to be charged and discharged to
signify either a ‘1’ or ‘0’ in order to send information. This process
of charging and discharging conventional RC lines can consume
more time and energy than transmission lines for longer wires. Figure 1(d) shows the RF-I transmission line for a 64-core CMP. Transmission line-based interconnect offers several appealing properties
over the traditional RC-wired interconnect. It can effectively reduce network diameter and improve power savings for mid-sized
(in the range of tens to lower hundreds of cores) multi-core interconnect. Simulation evaluation also shows that RF-I can provide
an average 22% reduction in packet latency on a 64-core CMP [7],
compared with the conventional 2D mesh.

(a) Cross section of on-chip antenna model.
.

3. SCALING LIMITATIONS OF CURRENT
SOLUTIONS TO 1000S-CORE CMPS
The current interconnect solutions all face severe scaling challenges when applied to CMPs with 100s to 1000s of cores. We
now use a 1000-core example case to elaborate the scaling limitations of each solution. In this context, minimizing hop count turns
out to be critical, as intermediate routers are the source of significant delay: typically five cycles per router. Moreover, long wires
are undesirable since on-chip RC wires need a repeater every 1mm
or less to retain signal quality over long wires. From both perspectives, existing solutions to 1000-core CMPs either suffer from latency problems (e.g., ring, mesh, concentrated mesh), or face structural limitations to accommodate 1000-core CMPs (e.g., flattened
butterfly, RF-I transmission line).
The ring topology is cost effective, yet the least scalable technology. Its hop count grows linearly with the number of interconnected
cores. Therefore, its diameter approaches 500 when the number of
cores reaches 1000. The 2D mesh does not scale well, either. Its
network diameter scales with the square root of the mesh size. It
results in about a 60-hop diameter in the 1000-core case. Concentrated meshes are better, but their scaling property is still poor.
Since physical limitations restrict the degree of concentration (as in
Figure 1(b), typically k = 4), a larger network still has unacceptable network latency. A 1024-core mesh with 4-way concentration
has a diameter of 30 hops.
On the other hand, low-diameter topologies, such as flattened
butterfly, have severe wiring problems caused by a large number
of dedicated point-to-point links and long wires connecting distant
routers. As a result, flattened butterfly is not implementable for
thousands of cores because of long wires and the fact that there
will be too many channels from each node. Note that long wires
lead to long latency due to repeater insertion. Moreover, embedding conventional high-dimension topologies onto 2-D substrates
is similarly prohibitive.
Finally, while the RF-I transmission line based interconnect holds
great promise for the lower hundreds of cores, it also faces several
challenges in the 1000-core setting. The RF-I transmission line
(TR line) needs to span the entire chip area, and requires excessive
branching points to connect to local cores. Moreover, the TR line is
not as effective as antennas at very high frequencies. The cross-talk
(or inter-channel interference) between adjacent TR lines may also
pose problems for long TR lines.
In summary, a desirable CMP solution for 1000s-core CMPs
should feature (i) low dimensional baseline infrastructure that is
compatible with the planar VLSI layout constraint for on-chip networks, and (ii) some form of express channels to ensure small-hop
counts and rich connectivity [20]. In addition, it is desirable to
avoid high wiring complexity and long wires.

(b) On-chip antenna radiation intensity plot.
Figure 2: On-chip antenna simulation.

4.
4.1

A CASE FOR WIRELESS INTERCONNECT
On-Chip Wireless Interconnect

A key benefit from the scaling of CMOS is that the switching
speed of transistors improve over successive technology generations. According to the International Road Map for Semiconductors (ITRS) [21], the unity current gain frequency fT and the maximum available power gain fmax will be 600 GHz and 1 THz, respectively, in 16 nm CMOS technology. A new record of a 324
GHz terahertz (between 300 GHz to 3 THz) CMOS oscillator using a linear superposition technique [14] has been reported using
the standard digital 90 nm CMOS process. Based on this technique, the output power level of the on-chip millimeter-wave generator has been predicted to be as high as -1.4 dBm in the 32 nm
CMOS process, which is large enough for on-chip short distance
communication. With the advance in CMOS mm-wave circuits,
hundreds of GHz of bandwidth will be available in the near future.
The question is: how can we utilize hundreds of GHz of bandwidth
for future CMPs?
Size of on-chip components.
Using Terahertz CMOS for onchip wireless interconnect has several benefits. An on-chip antenna
is always one of the most difficult components that can be integrated on-chip, since passive devices such as inductors consume the
dominant portion of the transceiver area. For example, at 15 GHz
the size of the on-chip antenna is as large as 2 mm [16], which is
too large for an on-chip wireless network. The size of a passive device, as well as the wavelength, scales down with the operating frequency of a given circuit. As the CMOS technology improves, not
only the size but also the cost of the antenna and required circuits
will decrease dramatically. Consequently, the size of the on-chip
antenna at 300 GHz can be as small as 100μm, about a 20x reduction in area. At 32 nm CMOS technology, the area of each individual core in a 1000-core CMP can be as small as 700μm × 700μm,
where a terahertz antenna can be easily placed at each individual
core.
Our proposed on-chip antenna.
Despite a reduction in antenna size by more than 20x, the current practice of integrating
an antenna directly on silicon will cause a significant energy loss

Figure 4: A simple asynchronous amplitude-shift-keying
(ASK) system for on-chip wireless network.
(a) Channel loss improvement using our antenna.

(b) Bit-error rate with two different transmitter output
power -10 dBm and -5 dBm via our proposed antenna.
Figure 3: On-chip wireless communication using our proposed
on-chip antenna.
in a conductive silicon substrate. In order to minimize the substrate loss, we propose that an on-chip antenna should be placed
in a polyimide layer (a few mils thick), which deposits on the top
of the top silicon, such that most electro-magnetic energy can be
confined within this low-loss dielectric layer. As shown in Figure
2(a), the cross section of the terahertz on-chip antenna is placed
in the thick polyimide layer, which is easily manufactured by simple post-silicon fabrication processes [9]. In order to demonstrate
the feasibility of a terahertz on-chip antenna, we have developed a
detailed design prototype and used the industry-strength, full EMwave simulator, Ansoft HFSS [3], to further understand the characteristics of the proposed on-chip antenna. As illustrated in Figure
2(b), the on-chip antenna radiation intensity plot shows that most
of the energy is confined within the low-loss dielectric polyimide
layer. Even though radiation attenuates significantly at the receive
antenna (about -40 dB at 1 cm away from the transmitter), the receiver still has enough sensitivity to detect the signal. The key point
is that antenna radiation penetrating to the substrate must be minimized because performance of the on-chip antenna is highly sensitive to the substrate loss.
On-chip wireless channel characteristics. Compared with early
work which directly implements the antenna in the silicon, our proposed on-chip antenna placed in the low-loss dielectric polyimide
layer improves the channel loss by 20 − 30 dB on average. Figure
3(a) shows the channel loss improvement using our proposed antenna. From this model, we further develop a simple communication system to estimate the bit-error rate (BER) for a future on-chip
wireless channel. Figure 3(b) plots BER with two different transmit
output powers -10 dBm and -5 dBm, and shows several interesting characteristics of future on-chip wireless networks. Within the
maximum communication distance of CMPs (∼ 1.5 cm), the BER
of the future on-chip wireless network is less than 10−9 which is
low enough for typical wireless networks. This BER is however
far higher than that of RC wires (∼ 10−14 ), and we address this
issue later in Section 6. Note that there is a direct tradeoff between

power consumption and BER. Depending on the size of the CMP,
it is possible to consume more power to compensate for the BER.
Nevertheless, the transmit power is too low to violate any FCC regulations. Another interesting aspect is that as the distance increases
beyond 2 cm, the BER rapidly increases. This trend, together with
the channel loss result, indicates that on-chip wireless signals attenuate too fast in free space to create interference with any off-chip
devices. Moreover, no other system devices operate in such extremely high frequency bands. Thus, the terahertz on-chip wireless
channel is interference free, and possibly reusable to adjacent onchip networks.
On-chip wireless channel capacity. Because of such low signal
loss over on-chip wireless channels and new techniques in generating terahertz signals on-chip [14, 31], the on-chip wireless network
becomes feasible. In addition, it is possible to switch a CMOS transistor as fast as 500 GHz at 32 nm CMOS [21], thus allowing us
to implement a large number of high frequency bands for the onchip wireless network. Following a rule of thumb in RF design, the
maximum available bandwidth is 10% of the carrier frequency. For
example, with a carrier frequency of 300 GHz, the data rate of each
channel can be as large as 30 Gbps. Using a 32 nm CMOS process, there will be total of 16 available channels, from 100 GHz to
500 GHz, for the on-chip wireless network, and each channel can
transmit at 10 to 20 Gbps. In the 1000-core CMPs design, the total
aggregate data rate can be as high as 320 Gbps with 16 TX’s and
64 RX’s.
On-chip radio architecture.
In addition to a large bandwidth
capacity, the on-chip wireless network requires a simple architecture and low power transceiver design to satisfy the stringent requirements of future CMPs. A simple asynchronous amplitudeshift-keying (ASK) system suffices to satisfy these requirements
[30]. Figure 4 shows such a simple on-chip radio architecture,
which has one oscillator and one ASK modulator in a TX and one
demodulator and simple baseband circuit in a RX. With such a simple transceiver architecture, the terahertz on-chip wireless network
only uses 1% to 2% of the total CMP power consumption. It is
a low-power, high-data-rate, and reconfigurable interconnect technology.

4.2

Two-tier Hybrid Wireless/Wired Architecture

In this section, we present a novel, two-tier, hybrid wireless/wired
interconnect architecture for future 1000-core CMPs. Our proposed two-tier architecture benefits from the baseline 2-D concentrated mesh (CMesh) to provide a base network with very short
wires, and exploits a wireless backbone to enhance connectivity,
reducing the network latency. There are three types of nodes in the
architecture: cores, L2 caches, and memory interfaces. They are all
potential sources/destinations of packets. In addition, the network
has two types of routers: base routers that make up the baseline
CMesh, and wireless routers that have wireless interfaces to form a
wireless backbone.
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4.2.1

Baseline Topology

The baseline CMesh is basically a 2-D mesh employing k-way
concentration (see Figure 1(b)). Since physical limitations restrict
the degree of concentration [24], we set k = 4. Thus, we use a
4-way concentrated mesh as the baseline topology in this work. As
in Figure 5(a), four nodes (all four cores, or all L2 caches) are attached to a single base router that also connects to adjacent routers.
We apply concentration on cores and caches separately to exploit
a storage spatial hierarchy, thus reducing overall network latency.
This issue will be elaborated in the next section.

4.2.2

Wireless Backbone

Built on top of the baseline CMesh, the wireless backbone consists of wireless routers, each of which is responsible for a cluster
of m base routers (i.e. 4m nodes due to 4-way concentration). The
choice of m offers a design tradeoff; a larger m would lead to a
smaller number of wireless routers in the network while increasing
network latency because of high hop count between base routers
within the same cluster (e.g., in the case that source and destination
nodes are in the same cluster). The opposite would be true for a
smaller m. In this work, we use a cluster of m = 16 base routers
(i.e. 4 × 4 base routers) for two reasons: (a) the hop count within
a cluster is at most 6 (via the baseline CMesh), which is reasonably small for the intra-cluster communication, and (b) in terms of
packet latency, it is more beneficial to use the baseline wires within
a size of 4 × 4 CMesh (rather than using wireless backbone) due
to our wireless channel characteristics as described in Section 6.
In addition, with our choice of m = 16, the hop count between a
base router and a wireless router is at most three for long-distance
packets that use the wireless backbone (see Figure 5(a)).
L2 caches are attached to the four base routers in the center of
a cluster, while the surrounding 12 base routers are responsible for
cores. In addition, each cluster has one memory interface that has
access to off-chip DRAM, and one of the four centered base routers
is in charge of one memory interface and three caches (instead of

Nodes
Wireless routers
Structure
FullMesh
Ring
2D Mesh
FButterfly
FatTree
Hypercube

256
512
1024
2048
4096
4
8
16
32
64
Node degree , Network diameter
3 , 1 7 , 1 15 , 1 31 , 1 63 , 1
2,2 2,4
2,8
2 , 16 2 , 32
4,2 4,3
4,6
4,9
4 , 14
4 , 2 7 , 2 12 , 2 18 , 2 28 , 2
4,4 4,6
4,8
4 , 10 4 , 12
2,2 3,3
4,4
5,5
6,6

Table 1: Comparison of different structures in terms of the
number of wireless routers.
four caches). We choose such a layout to decrease the distance that
the largest messages (i.e. DRAM responses, 128-byte L2 cache
blocks from a main memory interface to a requesting L2 bank) must
travel, and to reduce contention between these larger messages and
traffic between cores and L2 caches – effectively, the L2 caches
are surrounded by the processor cores. Data from the DRAM will
never use a wireless backbone since every cluster has a memory
interface.
The wireless routers are wirelessly interconnected using WCube,
a new wireless interconnection structure which inherits some useful properties from a hypercube topology. With our target of 1000s
of cores, our hybrid architecture has up to tens of wireless routers
in the wireless backbone. As shown in Table 1, the hypercube performs the best among different structures in such moderate-sized
networks (in terms of the number of wireless routers). A small
node degree implies fewer links, which results in fewer receive antennas at each wireless router. A small network diameter reflects a
small hop count between any two nodes, typically resulting in low
network latency. As shown in the table, a hypercube balances both
metrics, while other structures are unable to achieve both. In this
work, we focus on a 1024-node on-chip network – so we have a total of 16 wireless routers in the network to form the wireless backbone. We will detail this further in Section 5. However, WCube is
a highly scalable structure and could easily adapt to different numbers of core.

4.2.3

Addressing

In our hybrid architecture, each component is assigned an address of the triple-dotted form. The wireless routers are given addresses of the form wcubeid.X.X, where wcubeid denotes the WCube
address assigned to the wireless router, and X denotes don’t care
bits for padding purpose. In fact, only wcubeid is an effective address part for identifying a wireless router. The base routers have
addresses of the form wcubeid.baseid.X, where baseid denotes the
position of the base router in the cluster. We use binary addressing
so baseid has 4 bits (the first two bits indicate the position of the
base router from the wireless router - one of four quadrants, starting from left to right, top to bottom). In our architecture, the router
addresses allow such don’t care bits, as the wireless routers and the
base routers only deal with the wcubeid part and with the extra baseid part respectively, and they only relay packets. They do not generate or consume packets, i.e., they are neither the source nor the
destination. The nodes (cores, caches, and memory interface) are
given addresses of the form: wcubeid.baseid.nodeid, where nodeid
denotes the position of the node from the attached the base router
(starting from left to right, top to bottom). Figure 5(b) shows an
example of a node address with wcubeid, baseid, and nodeid as all
zeros.
The next two sections describe the complete architecture and its
protocol design in detail.
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5. WCUBE: WIRELESS BACKBONE STRUCTURE
5.1 Physical Structure
The WCube is a multi-level, two-dimensional structure, which
can be recursively described. A high-level WCube is composed of
multiple low-level WCubes. We use W Cuben (n ≥ 0) to denote a
level-n WCube. W Cube0 is the building block to construct larger
WCubes. W Cube0 is represented by a single wireless router that
is responsible for a cluster of m = 16 base routers of the baseline CMesh, thus comprising 4m nodes (64 nodes for W Cube0 in
Figure 5(a)).
In the WCube structure, a level-i W Cubei is constructed using
four W Cubei−1 s (i.e. two W Cubei−1 s along the vertical and the
horizontal dimensions each). Figure 6 illustrates the structure of a
level-2 W Cube2 . It consists of four W Cube1 s, each of which also
has four W Cube0 s in it.
To identify a wireless router in the n-level WCube structure, each
wireless router is assigned a WCube address (or wcubeid) of the
2n-bit form < a2n−1 a2n−2 · · · a1 a0 >, where ai ∈ [0, 1] and i ∈
[0, 2n − 1]. As shown in Figure 6, each WCube level contributes
two bits to the WCube addressing space such that a2i+1 and a2i
are the respective vertical and horizontal coordinates of the level-i
W Cubei within the level-(i + 1) W Cube(i+1) that this wireless
router belongs to. For example, in the 2-level WCube (see Figure
6), WCube address < 0011 > identifies the wireless router that
is positioned at the top left W Cube1 in W Cube2 and the bottom
right W Cube0 in that W Cube1 .

5.2 WCube Construction
The WCube uses wireless routers each equipped with one wireless transmitter and multiple receivers (i.e., multiple receive antennas) to construct its recursively defined structure.
Parallel transmission. Leveraging an extremely wide spectrum
available in a chip, every wireless router ν is assigned a single, different frequency band (i.e. orthogonal to one another) exclusively
used for ν’s transmission such that wireless routers can transmit
data in parallel and do not interfere with one another. The basic
idea to implement wireless connection among wireless routers is
to tune each router’s receivers to a certain set of frequency bands
(via multiple receive antennas), thus offering a natural method to
perform parallel multicast across the chip.
Receiver tuning.
In the WCube, each wireless router ν’s receivers are statically tuned to the frequency bands of the other wireless routers whose WCube addresses differ from ν in only one bit.
We refer to those wireless routers as ν’s logical neighbors. For
example, wireless router < 0000 >’s four receivers RX1∼RX4
are statically tuned to the TX frequency bands of < 0001 >,
< 0010 >, < 0100 >, and < 1000 >, respectively. The Hamming distance between two wireless routers ν and υ, denoted by
Ham(ν,υ), is defined as the number of different bits in their WCube

Wireless
router

Figure 7: A 2-level WCube. Lines denote the logical connection
of wireless router < 0000 > with one TX and four RXs.
addresses. In the WCube structure, two wireless routers ν and υ are
tuned to each other if and only if Ham(ν,υ) = 1.
Multicast via multiple receivers.
Using such static receiver
tuning, every wireless router ν is able to listen on all its logical
neighbors’ transmissions via multiple receivers. It only accepts
packet(s) whose intended next-hop wcubeid is of ν itself. Furthermore, every packet transmitted from each wireless router ν is
multicast to all its logical neighbors, and since they tune the receivers to their own neighbors’ frequency bands, that must include
ν’s frequency band as well. Only the intended next-hop neighbor
accepts the packet while the others simply discard the overheard
packet. Therefore, every wireless router has bidirectional wireless
connections with its logical neighbors. It is worth noting that there
is no dedicated wireless link between any two wireless routers in
WCube. Physically, each wireless router has access to the logical
neighbors via its own wireless channel.
Illustration. Figure 7 illustrates the logical connection of wireless router < 0000 > in a 2-level W Cube2 . Lines in the figure
indicate bidirectional wireless links between < 0000 > and its
logical neighbors. Outgoing links from < 0000 > are all a single wireless TX channel assigned to < 0000 >, and each incoming link from the neighbors are a different frequency channel that
< 0000 >’s receivers (RX1∼RX4) are statically tuned to. Note
that every wireless router has different set of logical neighbors,
since no two wireless routers have the same WCube address.

5.3

Properties of WCube

Given its physical structure and wireless connectivity among wireless routers, WCube has following properties:
• An n-level WCube, incorporating the baseline k-way CMesh
(with a cluster of m base routers associated with a single
wireless router), can support up to 22n × m × k nodes. For
practical considerations discussed in Section 4.2.2, we use
the 4-way concentration (k = 4) and a cluster of m = 16
base routers so that an n-level W Cuben can have at most
22n+6 nodes. For example, when n = 2, a WCube can have
as many as 1024 nodes.
• Each wireless router has 2n logical neighbors in an n-level
WCube. For each dimension, any wireless router has only
one neighbor whose wcubeid differs by one bit at each WCube
level. WCube is n-level two-dimensional structure so that
every wireless router has 2n neighbors. Thus, each wireless
router has 2n receivers, each of which is tuned to one of 2n
logical neighbors. For example, a 2-level WCube has four
logical neighbors per wireless router, i.e each wireless router
has four receive antennas.

• The hop count between any two wireless routers ν and υ is
equal to Ham(ν, υ), i.e. the number of different bits of their
WCube addresses. This is due to the WCube construction
procedure, and we only need to change Ham(ν, υ) bits to
get the complete routing path from ν to υ. The maximum
hop count is therefore 2n for a W Cuben network.
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5.5 Partial WCube
A nice property of WCube is that the structure can easily adapt
to the various core counts by appropriate WCube addressing. For
example, we can build a partial W Cube2 for 512 nodes by regulating their wcubeid form < a3 a2 a1 a0 > to have a3 = 0 and
a2 , a1 , a0 ∈ [0, 1]. Then, the resulting partial W Cube2 consists
of only two full W Cube1 s instead of four W Cube1 s, while retaining the original WCube logical connection property imposed
by the Hamming distance. Using this way of controlling the radix
of wcubeid (together with varying the size of W Cube0 if needed),
a partial WCube can manage different-sized CMPs.

6. ROUTING AND MAC SUPPORT OVER
WCUBE
In this section, we present the WCube routing protocol for our
two-tier interconnect architecture. Our two-tier routing is based on
the idea of opportunistic use of WCube to improve network latency
and connectivity of the baseline CMesh. Using two-tier routing, the
baseline CMesh is analogous to city streets accommodating local
traffic, and WCube is like a superhighway, connecting distant spots
on the chip.

6.1 Issues
There are several issues when designing an on-chip wireless routing protocol, due to the unique characteristics of on-chip networks.
First, packet latency is the most critical factor for the performance
of on-chip interconnection networks, thus making a case to use
latency-oriented routing, a wormhole-based delivery, which enables
flit (i.e., a fragment in a packet) pipelining and facilitates minimumlatency routes. Second, such latency-oriented routing may incur
packet-forwarding deadlocks, which never occur in the traditional
packet store-and-forward approach. Deadlock in the interconnection network is different from the routing loop in that it is triggered
by the cyclic channel dependency among multiple packet flows.
Third, the impact of packet loss is much severe in the on-chip
network, compared with the conventional wireless networks. The
BER of the on-chip wireless channel still does not satisfy the stringent on-chip reliable communication requirements. Therefore, loss
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5.4 Comparison to Hypercube
WCube can be viewed as a binary hypercube in that each wireless router connects wirelessly to one logical neighbor in each WCube
level along each dimension, and such “logical” links of WCube are
in a sense similar to the “wired” links of the hypercube. However,
the main difference is the use of multicast links by exploiting the
broadcast nature of the wireless medium in the WCube structure,
i.e. all logical neighbors can be accessed via a single wireless channel. The use of multicast channels completely removes the dedicated point-to-point links that are problematic for a large network,
thus significantly reducing the number of physical channels in the
network. For example in a WCube with N wireless routers, the
total number of channels is N ; whereas for an equivalently-sized
hypercube the number of wires is N log2 N (due to its dedicated
links). Moreover, embedding a hypercube onto 2D substrates is
prohibitive due to the resulting awkward network layout and long
wire delays as explained in Section 2.2.
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Figure 8: Deadlock situation involving four channels.
management must be addressed. Fourth, it should support broadcast. Fifth, protocol operations such as routing decision logic and
MAC have to be simple enough to be implemented at the microarchitecture level.

6.2

Wormhole Routing over 2-tier Structure

In order to minimize the communication latency, our architecture uses wormhole routing [13], an efficient switching technique
widely used in parallel computers. In wormhole routing, a packet
is divided into a sequence of fixed-sized units of data, called flits,
where a flit is the smallest unit of flow control. Instead of storing a
packet completely in a node before transmitting it to the next node,
wormhole routing operates by advancing each flit of a packet directly from incoming to outgoing channels as soon as it arrives at a
node (pipelining). Examining the header flit of a packet, a node selects the next channel on the route and begins forwarding followup
flits down that channel. As the header flit advances along the specified route, the remaining flits of the packet follow in a pipelined
fashion. Wormhole routing is attractive in that (i) it reduces the
latency of packet delivery noticeably compared with conventional
store-and-forward switching that waits for the whole packet before
forwarding, and (ii) it requires only a small FIFO flit buffer at each
node [12].
On the other hand, by its nature, it is subject to deadlock conditions. Because most flits contain no routing information, the flits
in a packet must remain in contiguous channels of the network
and cannot be interleaved with the flits of other packets. When
the header flit of a packet is blocked, all of the flits of a message
stop advancing and block the progress of any other packet requiring the channels they occupy. Figure 8(a) shows such deadlock
example where the header flit of each packet is blocked by the tail
flit in the different packet one another in a circular manner (e.g., at
router 2, header flit of packet 1 is blocked by tail flit of packet 2,
etc). This condition of circular dependency leads to a state of deadlock, where all of the packets involved in the deadlocked channels
are blocked. Figure 8(b) shows a corresponding channel dependency graph, where the vertices are the channels and the edges are
the pairs of channels connected by a routing algorithm. One possible way of assuring that a routing algorithm is deadlock-free is
to verify that no cycles exist in the network’s channel dependency
graph [11]. Deadlock avoidance is one of the most critical issues in
wormhole networks.

6.2.1

Deadlock-free Routing at Each Tier

We first address the deadlock avoidance issue at each tier independently: baseline CMesh routing (performed by base routers)
and WCube routing (by wireless routers). We then extend the deadlockfree routing to our two-tier architecture.
In general, deadlock avoidance tries to prevent the formation of
a cycle, which is a necessary condition of deadlock. The turn-

/* pkt is the packet received by wireless router ν
ν.wcubeid = < a2n−1 a2n−2 · · · a1 a0 >
pkt.dst.wcubeid = < b2n−1 b2n−2 · · · b1 b0 > */
WCubeRouting(pkt)
if (pkt.nexthop == ν.wcubeid)
if (pkt.dst.wcubeid == ν.wcubeid)
out_port = FTableLookup(pkt.dst);
forward pkt to out_port and return;
else
pkt.nexthop = < a2n−1 a2n−2 · · · a1 a0 >;
for (i = 2n − 1; i ≥ 0; i − −)
if (ai = bi ) change ai to bi in pkt.nexthop;
transmit pkt and return;
else discard pkt;

Figure 9: Pseudocode for WCube deadlock-free routing.
model [18] completely avoids deadlock by making sure that the
set of allowable turns made by packets in the network cannot form
a cycle. A cycle in a mesh consists of several turns. As an example
in 8(a), SE (from South input channel to East output channel), ES,
NW, and EN turns are essential in a clockwise cycle. Our baseline
2D mesh routing uses the standard XY routing where the packets
are routed along the X dimension first, then along the Y axis to
their destination. Note that XY routing is made deadlock-free by
restricting turns from the Y dimension to the X dimension.
For the WCube structure, we can ensure deadlock freedom by
employing dimension-ordered routing [11], which assigns each channel a unique number and allocates packets to channels in strictly
decreasing orders along the route. In an n-level WCube, a wireless
router Rν has 2n logical output channels (one for each neighbor),
labeled c0,ν , · · · , c(2n−1),ν . We have a total ordering of the channels in the structure according to their subscript: c(2n−1),(22n −1) >
c(2n−1),(22n −2) > · · · > c0,1 > c0,0 . Figure 9 shows our WCube
routing algorithm. A packet arriving at wireless router Rν destined
for wireless router Rυ is routed on channel ci,ν where i is the position of the most significant bit in which ν and υ differ. Since packets are routed in the order of decreasing channel subscript, there are
no cycles in the channel dependency graph, and hence our WCube
routing is deadlock free.
Upon receiving a packet, the wireless router first decides whether
to forward or discard it by checking the nexthop field of the packet
that contains the wcubeid of the intended next-hop wireless router
so that other logical neighbors drop this packet immediately. Then,
the wireless router compares the destination wcubeid of the packet
and its own wcudeid, and decides the next hop by correcting the
left-most unmatched bit. Then, the destination wireless router forwards the packet to the base router whose first two bits of baseid
match those of the destination baseid of the packet by looking up
the forwarding table. Recall that only four base routers are directly
connected to a wireless router, and the first two bits of baseid indicate the position of the base router from the wireless router - one
of four quadrants (see Figure 5(a)). Since at most three extra hops
between the wireless router and the base router are needed at both
the beginning and the end of the WCube route whose path length
is at most 2n in a W Cuben , the maximum hop count between any
two nodes is therefore 2n + 6 in our two-tier architecture.
The number of entries of the forwarding table at each wireless
router is 2n, which is the number of logical neighbors a wireless
router has, plus m entries for a cluster of m base routers (m = 16
in our case) that the wireless router is in charge of. Thus, every
wireless router has a forwarding table with 2n + m valid entries.
For example, the table has only 20 entries in a 2-level WCube network, accommodating as many as 1024 nodes. Each entry in the
table has two fields: an out_port indicating the outgoing port num-
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Figure 10: Deadlock example in the 2-tier structure.
ber and status_info indicating the status of the neighbor. Note that
all 2n entries for logical neighbors of the wireless router have the
same out_port value, since all of the logical neighbors can be accessed via a single wireless channel.

6.2.2

Deadlock-free in 2-tier Hybrid Architecture

While our baseline mesh routing and WCube routing are deadlock free by themselves, the resulting two-tier hybrid architecture
is not actually deadlock free yet. It can still form a cycle, which
spans over both mesh and WCube structure. Figure 10 illustrates
such a deadlock example.
We address this issue by breaking the channel dependency between mesh and WCube (i.e., between base routers and wireless
routers). Our hybrid architecture employs virtual channels (VCs)
[12], where each physical channel is split into several VCs (rather
than a single FIFO buffer).1 In order to break deadlock in the hybrid architecture, we define two types of VCs per physical channel, ∗Up and ∗Down. Only the physical channels between base
routers have both types of VCs, and other physical channels (e.g.,
between a wireless router and a base router) have only ∗Down
channels. We note that the wireless channels (i.e., between wireless routers) do not use VCs in order to simplify the loss management mechanism, which will be described in Section 6.4. Packets,
once generated, first move through the base routers via ∗Up channels. Channel switching from ∗Up to ∗Down is allowed only when
the packet enters the WCube. Recall that the physical channels between base routers and wireless routers have only ∗Down channels.
VC switching from ∗Down to ∗Up is prohibited in any case. With
these constraints, the channel dependency graph for the hybrid architecture is acyclic.
T HEOREM 1. The combination of XY routing and WCube routing in the 2-tier hybrid architecture, along with ∗Up and ∗Down
virtual channels, is deadlock free.
The proof is given in the Appendix.
Using ∗Up and ∗Down VCs, we break the dependency on the
channel from a base router to a wireless router (i.e., channel c1 in
the example of Figure 10), instead of breaking the channel from a
wireless router to a base router. While breaking the dependency on
either channel can achieve deadlock freedom, we choose the former approach where the VC switching is completely hidden from
wireless routers that would otherwise be involved in VC switching.

6.3

Minimum-Latency Routing

We now have deadlock-free baseline mesh routing and WCube
routing, and the next design concern is how to determine whether
a packet should be forwarded towards a wireless router (to use the
WCube) or delivered only by base routers (to use mesh routing).
1
Each virtual channel has its own buffer to help in decoupling buffer resources from transmission resources, thus increasing channel utilization.

The latency of a packet through an interconnection network can
be expressed as the sum of the header latency Th , the serialization
delay Ts , and medium delay Tm :
T = Th + Ts + Tm = Hdr + L/W + Tm
where H is the hop count, dr is the router delay, L is the packet
size, and W is the channel bandwidth. Minimizing latency requires
establishing careful balance between Th and Ts [24]. The conventional on-chip network has plentiful channel bandwidth (e.g., link
bandwidth Wmesh = 16 bytes/cycle), thus significantly reducing
Ts . However, 2D mesh networks fail to balance between Th and
Ts due to the high hop count. On the other hand, WCube has a
very small hop count while the wireless channel bandwidth is not
yet comparable to the wire link. According to our result in Section
4, wireless link bandwidth Wwcube is 1 byte/cycle at the current
stage. Given that the average packet size L is 20 bytes2 , and using 5-cycle pipelined routers (i.e. dr = 5 cycles), the latency of
the packet using only the mesh Tmesh and the latency with WCube
Tmesh+wcube can each be calculated in terms of cycles: Tmesh =
5Hmesh + 1.25 and Tmesh+wcube = 5Hmesh+wcube + 20. Hence,
we can minimize latency by opportunistically using WCube when
Hmesh − Hmesh+wcube ≥ 4; and in other cases, using mesh routing only.
Recall that we use a cluster of 4 × 4 base routers as W Cube0 ,
and the hop count within a cluster is at most 6 (via the baseline
mesh). The above criterion indicates that we do not benefit from
using wireless shortcut within a cluster size of 4 × 4 CMesh (even
if we have multiple wireless routers in a W Cube0 ) since we cannot
satisfy the inequality Hmesh − Hmesh+wcube ≥ 4 in any case.
A routing table in each base router is statically configured based
on the above criterion, so that it has one entry per destination base
router that needs mesh-routing only, and a single default entry for
other destinations that need WCube routing. The out_port of the
default entry connects either directly to the wireless router or to a
neighbor base router closer to the wireless router. Note that we can
further reduce the number of entries in the routing table by combining entries for 16 base routers with the same wcubeid into one
entry. We have a single bit per packet indicating whether to use
WCube. This bit is set only by a source base router (by looking up
its routing table), and always reset by wireless routers. Once this bit
is set, the packet must use WCube (i.e., at each intermediate base
router, this packet comes under the default entry towards WCube
even if there exists an entry for the destination of this packet). We
again note that our baseline mesh routing uses XY routing to ensure deadlock freedom.

6.4 Loss Management
A single message loss can cause serious performance degradation in the on-chip network, since a message itself may have some
dependency on the operation of a group of different nodes (e.g.,
cache coherence protocol, pipelining data flow, etc). The current
RC wires have extremely low bit-error rate (BER) of approximately
10−14 . Within the maximum communication distance of future
CMPs, 1.5cm, the BER of the on-chip wireless channel is less than
10−9 (see Figure 3(b)), which is far higher than that of RC wires.
Hence, WCube must properly manage message loss.
We devise a novel and simple loss management solution in WCube.
We use a zero-signaling-overhead scheme OAR based on overhearing on intermediate hops, and use an on-demand, checksumbased error-detection and retransmission scheme at the last hop.
Overhearing-and-retransmission (OAR) detects and recovers packet
2
Request messages and data messages (between cores and L2 cache banks
or between cores) are 8 bytes and 32 bytes, respectively.

losses without extra signaling overhead. It exploits the interconnection property of WCube. OAR does not require an explicit ACK.
Rather, it utilizes the free overheard packets for loss detection. Note
that every wireless router is able to listen on all the logical neighbors’ transmissions via multiple receivers, and every logical link
is bidirectional, i.e. any two neighbors are mutual neighbors in
WCube. For example, wireless router < 0000 > forwards a packet
to < 1000 >, and when < 1000 > relays this packet to any next
hop, this packet is overheard by previous hop < 0000 > due to the
WCube interconnection property. Instead of simply discarding the
overheard packet, the router checks whether the packet matches
those in the corresponding retransmission FIFO buffer (RtFIFO).
Each wireless router maintains an RtFIFO per its logical neighbor.
When router i forwards a packet to j, it stores the packet into RtFIFO in charge of j unless j is the destination WCube router. When
this packet is overheard by i and found in the RtFIFO, then all the
remaining packets in the RtFIFO, if any, ahead of this packet are
considered lost, and will be retransmitted to j and put back into
the end of the RtFIFO. Note that the lost packet(s) is retransmitted
to j only by previous-hop router i, since only the original sender i
has the copy of the overheard packet in its RtFIFO. Then the overheard packet is removed from the RtFIFO. Since WCube channels
do not use virtual channels, packets are always forwarded in sequence. Hence, OAR works correctly and guarantees the reliable
packet delivery using simple buffering mechanism.
However, we still have not addressed the last-hop case, where
the next hop is the destination WCube router and overhearing is
impossible. OAR resolves this issue by inserting checksums (4-bit
or 8-bit) into the packet, if the wireless router sees that the next hop
is the destination. At the destination, the packet is verified by the
checksum. Upon checksum mismatch, the destination node sends
back a negative acknowledgment (NACK) to the sender, which subsequently retransmits the packet.
The loss management scheme in WCube has advantages over alternative solutions. Forward-error-correction (FEC) improves the
wirelss channel reliability by detecting and correcting errors on
the receivers but incurs fixed overhead over every packet. In fact,
several error correcting codes have been proposed for wired NoC
routers. However, the hardware implementation comes at a cost in
both encoding and decoding logics.

6.5

Broadcast Support

We use a hierarchical approach to broadcast in WCube. We form
a spanning-tree for each source wireless router, and a spanningtree for each source base router inside each WCube0 using the 2-D
mesh. These spanning-trees are static in nature. For each WCube0 ,
each base router has a broadcast table with m + 1 entries. Each
entry corresponds to a base router or the wireless router as the root
of a spanning tree, and gives the next hops of the spanning tree. For
each wireless router, it also contains a broadcast table in which each
entry also corresponds to a wireless router as the root of a spanning
tree. But the entry contains a field indicating whether the wireless router is a leaf node and a field describing the parent node of
the wireless router. This is because wireless routers use broadcast
channels to simultaneously connect to all neighbors, and we cannot
ask a sender to only send to a subset of its neighbors. Instead, the
receiver must decide whether it needs to accept a packet, based on
whether or not the packet is from its parent node. The number of
entries in the table is the number of wireless routers, which again
is a small number.
The broadcast procedure then works as follows. When a source
core broadcasts a packet, it sends the packet to its base router, the
base router then forwards the packet to its next hops by looking up

A key design requirement for wireless MAC in WCube is operation simplicity, as it is implemented at the microarchitecture
level. We cannot afford the powerful, yet sophisticated MAC mechanisms employed in today’s conventional wireless networks, e.g.,
CSMA/CA, collision avoidance, and random backoff. While some
prior work on on-chip UWB interconnect [34] uses a contentionbased MAC, they assume to have separate wired controlling channels for arbitration among nodes.
Two distinctive features for wireless MAC in WCube are frequencydivision multiple access (FDMA) and a cross-layer design for reliability management. WCube MAC uses a different frequency channel to deliver a packet at each wireless router. FDMA-based MAC
effectively offers a dedicated link for each transmission. WCube
MAC naturally supports multicast. In W Cuben , each router has
one transmitter, as well as 2n receivers each of which tunes to a
different frequency channel. Thus, each transmission is received
by all 2n receivers, each at 2n logical neighbors in different levels.
The reliability management for data transmissions in WCube MAC
takes a cross-layer, on-demand approach. It receives information
from the network-layer routing protocol at the router, regarding
whether it is an intermediate hop or the last hop over WCube. It
invokes overhearing, which incurs zero signaling overhead, as an
intermediate-hop delivery. If it acts as the last hop, it will send a
MAC-layer NACK when the router detects checksum errors in the
packet at the network layer. In this way, wireless MAC in WCube
reduces the signaling and communication overheads in reliability
management.

7. EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our two-tier hybrid architecture in a 1000-node on-chip network. We use Garnet
[17], a detailed on-chip interconnect network model simulation infrastructure that enables system-level performance and power modeling of network-level technique. Garnet models the detailed features of a state-of-the-art network such as 5-stage pipeline router
design with wormhole switching, and it also includes the Orion
Parameter
Technology
Clock frequency
Number of cores on chip
Number of processing cores
Number of L2 Caches
Number of DRAM interfaces
Switching technique
Baseline topology
Baseline mesh routing
Baseline link bandwidth
Wireless link bandwidth
Number of virtual channels
Number of wireless routers
Number of antennas in wireless router
Wireless backbone structure
Size of WCube0

Setting
32nm
2 GHz
1024
768
240 banks
16
Wormhole
4-way concentrated mesh
XY routing
16/8/4 bytes/cycle
1 byte/cycle
8 VCs
16
1 TX / 4 RX antennas
2-level WCube
16 base routers (64 nodes)

Table 2: Simulation parameters.
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its broadcast table. By doing so, the packet propagates along the
spanning-tree in that WCube0 . When a wireless router receives a
broadcast packet, if the packet is internally generated or from its
parent node, it accepts the packet. Otherwise, the packet is discarded. If the wireless node is not a leaf node, it broadcasts the
packets to all its logical neighbors.
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power models [33] to report both dynamic and leakage power. Table 2 summarizes a list of the simulation parameters we used.
In order to assess the interconnect demand of future applications,
we construct synthetic traces to represent a variety of communication patterns for cooperative multithreaded applications. Each
synthetic trace is executed on Garnet for 1 million network cycles.
Our synthetic traces are based on the actual component placement
in our 32×32 mesh (16×16 CMesh) design. We constructed seven
total traces: uniform, uniDF, biDF, hotbiDF, 1Hotspot, 2Hotspot,
and 4Hotspot respectively. These traces are detailed in Table 3.
We use a 1024-node CMesh (16×16 base routers) as our baseline topology, and on top of that, we construct the WCube structure
with 16 wireless routers. We choose the baseline CMesh that does
not have the wireless backbone as our reference topology, since
mesh networks are simple enough to be implemented on a 2-D silicon die, while other existing topologies would be impossible to
build for a 1000-node on-chip network due to their structural scaling limitation. Our baseline topology uses 16B links between base
routers.
Latency results.
We first evaluate the network latency of our
architecture. We measure the average packet latency in terms of
cycles taken by packets to traverse the network from the source
node to the destination node. Figure 11 presents the average packet
latency for our seven probabilistic traces compared to the 16B baseline topology. In order to see the latency reduction by using the
wireless backbone over the baseline mesh, we first focus on the
performance of our 2-tier architecture built with the 16B baseline
and a 2-level WCube. In the figure, we see a 20% reduction in latency on average, compared to the reference topology. Such latency
reduction comes from the reduced hop count offered by WCube.
Figure 12 shows the average hop count for packets traversing the
network from the source node to the destination node. We see that,
by opportunistically using the WCube, the packets are delivered via
much shorter paths (nearly 40% decrease in hop count on average),
compared to the mesh. However, the gain from hop count reduction is not directly translated to latency reduction, as seen from
Figure 11, due to the fact that the bandwidth of wireless links is
smaller than that of baseline links at the current CMOS technol-
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Figure 13: Power consumption.

Figure 14: Latency comparison of different-sized CMPs.

ogy. According to ITRS [21], gain frequency fT and power gain
fmax will be 600GHz and 1 THz, respectively, in 16nm CMOS
technology. As long as the carrier frequency increases at each new
generation of technology, the number of available channels in the
network can scale up, thus increasing the overall network aggregate
data rate, and improving the on-chip wireless channel bandwidth up
to 8 bytes/cycle. We have confirmed (results not shown) that with
such a technology improvement, our 2-tier architecture can achieve
a latency reduction of nearly 45% for our seven traces.
Power consumption results.
In order to gauge the impact of
wireless interconnect on future 1000-core CMPs, we perform power
measurements using the Orion [33] power model to collect the data
of router dynamic energy per flit and leakage power with various
configurations. According to our result in Figure 3(b), wireless interconnect (with transmitter power -10dBm) energy consumes 4.5
pJ/bit. Using router, link and wireless interconnect power models,
we present power-consumption as the average instantaneous power
(in Watts) over the execution of an application. Figure 13 shows the
results for power consumption. We see that our 2-tier architecture
causes up to a 35% increase in NoC power, compared to the 16B
baseline. This power increase is indeed the cost we need to pay for
incorporating our wireless interconnect with the baseline structure.
Power efficiency enhancement. One approach to reducing the
power consumption of the NoC with our approach is to simplify the
underlying baseline topology of our 2-tier architecture [8]. If we
use wireless interconnect to handle a large volume of our communication load, the underlying baseline topology can be simplified to
enhance power efficiency. Figures 11 and 13 provide the results on
latency and power when the link bandwidth of our baseline mesh

is reduced from 16B to 8B and then to 4B (see the bars noted as
2-tier Architecture (8B Baseline) and (4B Baseline)). The results
demonstrate the latency/power tradeoff, i.e., by reducing the baseline bandwidth, we can achieve a power savings at the cost of an
up to 25% increase in latency. Nevertheless, a closer look at Figure
11 reveals that despite the baseline bandwidth reduction, our 2-tier
architecture still has lower latency than the 16B baseline mesh for
all seven probabilistic traces, while it can save power consumption
by up to 35%. The results show that our 2-tier architecture built
with the baseline mesh and WCube structure effectively reduces
latency, while network energy consumption can be minimized by
simplifying the baseline topology.

Uniform: A random traffic distribution - nodes are equally likely to
communicate with all other nodes.
Dataflow: nodes clustered into groups which are functionally laid out
in a dataflow-like fashion on our mesh. nodes are biased to communicate with nodes within their group and with nodes in groups that
neighbor them on either one side (UniDF) or both sides (BiDF). This
pattern would be seen in a data decomposition like medical imaging
or a functional decomposition into a pipelined pattern (like an imaging
pipeline or a cryptographic algorithm).
Hotspot: One or more nodes in the mesh are sending/receiving a disproportionate amount of traffic - a hotspot in the mesh. This can be
exhibited by caches holding frequently used synchronization vars or a
master/worker paradigm.
Hot Bidirectional Dataflow: The Dataflow pattern but with one group
in the quadrant sending/receiving a disproportionate amount of traffic. This differs from Hotspot as communication is still biased in the
dataflow pattern direction. This pattern could be seen in a pipelined
parallel application where communication load is not evenly balanced
across all parts of the pipeline.

Table 3: Trace patterns.

Different-sized CMP results. In order to verify the adaptability
of WCube, we also evaluate the network latency of our 2-tier architecture for different-sized CMPs. Figure 14 presents the latency
comparison of our 2-tier architecture and 16B baseline reference
topology in 512- and 768-core CMPs. As described in Section 5.5,
a partial 2-level WCube is built on top of the corresponding baseline CMesh to support such core counts. For both core counts, our
2-tier architecture successfully reduces the latency on the order of
18-25% on average, compared to the reference topology across all
traces. This result is consistent with the 1024-core CMP result, and
we obtain similar results in other scenarios as well. The performance study shows the viability of our 2-tier hybrid architectural
approach for future many-core CMPs.

8.

DISCUSSION

In this section we discuss other issues relevant to our two-tier
hybrid architecture.
Traffic patterns. We expect the overall traffic pattern for all applications running on many-core CMPs will be a mix of local and
global traffic. A uniformly random traffic or all-to-all communication pattern is very unlikely in most applications. Summing up all
applications running on CMPs, we expect that the dominant traffic
seen will still be sent to local cores, and that traffic to more distant
destinations will be a relatively small but non-negligible proportion
of communication. WCube works best for this particular scenario.
Congestion awareness.
Our two-tier architecture successfully
reduces the network latency in general, but it is possible that wireless routers could become an NoC bottleneck if too many packets
try to use the wireless backbone at once, causing buffers to fill up
at wireless router entrances. While we do not explore the impact
of the worst-case adversarial traffic on performance in this paper,
some type of congestion control mechanism is necessary due to the
fact that on-chip wireless channel bandwidth is not yet comparable
to the wire link at the current technology.
Scalability issue.
While WCube is a scalable structure, there
are several factors that could impact the scalability of the structure.

One prominent concern is about the receive antenna spacing at each
wireless router. In an n-level WCube, each wireless router has 2n
receivers. As the core count grows, the number of receive antennas increases and thus, antenna spacing within each wireless router
will reduce with n, which may cause inter-channel interference.
However, we believe that there will be a practical upper bound
on future CMP core count (e.g., high hundreds, low thousands of
cores) [5, 22]. In practice, a WCube with a small level (e.g., n=3)
can accommodate as many as several thousands of cores.
Alternative interconnect structure. One future direction to further enhance network performance is to build a wireless interconnect on top of the RF-I transmission lines. Since RF-I achieves
latency reduction by offering shortcuts in mid-sized networks (in
the range of tens to lower hundreds of cores) [8], it can bridge the
gap between the baseline mesh and our wireless interconnect. With
three levels of hierarchy, local messages would go through the baseline RC wires (e.g., within a W Cube0 ), mid-range messages would
be forwarded via RF-I transmission lines that span over multiple
W Cube0 s, and only the long-range messages would be delivered
using wireless interconnects. Our work in this paper serves as the
basis for this future direction.

In this paper, we make a case for using a two-tier wireless and
wired architecture to interconnect hundreds to thousands of cores
on a system-on-chip. The wireless express way eliminates long
wires and reduces latency for long-haul, many-hop, inter-core communication in a way that is not possible with today’s wired interconnect technology. To this end, we propose a recursive, wireless interconnect structure called the WCube, which features a single transmit antenna and multiple receive antennas at each micro
wireless router and offers scalable performance in terms of latency
and connectivity. We further devise a new wormhole-based, twotier routing algorithm that is deadlock free and ensures minimumlatency route. The early evaluation result of a 20 ∼ 45% latency
reduction is also quite significant from the CMP interconnect perspective.
Designing wireless interconnect at the microarchitecture level
also opens new research opportunities for the wireless networking
community. The miniature antenna, together with simple transceiver
circuits, enables us to build multiple transmitters, and/or multiple
receivers at each micro wireless router. This enables the application and deployment of many cooperative wireless communication
and networking techniques. The 100 − 500 GHz, sub-terahertz
frequency band does not require sophisticated transceiver design to
achieve high data rates of 10s of Gbps. But operation simplicity is a
key requirement for microarchitectures. All of these make cases for
new wireless networking solutions efficiently operating and sharing
in the frequency domain.
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can be enumerated such that the algorithm always routes the packets along
the channels with strictly decreasing numbers. We label each channel in
the network as follows: (1) for each base router Ri , label k output ∗Up
∗U
∗D
channels c∗U
2,0,i , · · · , c2,k−1,i , and label l output ∗Down channels c0,0,i ,
∗D
· · · , c0,l−1,i ; (2) for each wireless router Ri , label m output logical chanW
nels cW
1,0,i , · · · , c1,m−1,i . Since our mesh routing and WCube routing
∗D
W
use channel ordering, each of c∗U
2,j,i , c0,j,i , and c1,j,i (∀i, j) is indepenW
dently deadlock free. Now, by our channel labeling, c∗U
2,j,i > c1,j,i >
∗D
c0,j,i , ∀i, j. Thus, our 2-tier routing is deadlock free.

